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Abstract—Increasing data set sizes motivate for a shift of focus
from computation-centric systems to data-centric systems, where
data movement is treated as a first-class optimization metric. An
example of this emerging paradigm is in-situ computing in large-
scale computing systems. Observing that data movement costs
are increasing at an exponential rate even at a node level (as a
node itself is fast-becoming a large manycore system), this paper
provides a limit study of near-data computing within a manycore
chip. Specifically, it makes the following two contributions. First,
it quantifies the potential performance benefits of three incarna-
tions of the near-data computing paradigm under the assumption
of zero on-chip network latency and an infinite number of extra
cores for offloading computations close to data they require.
Our detailed experimental evaluation indicates that the most
successful of these incarnations can boost the performance of the
original execution by as much as 75%. The second contribution
of this paper is an investigation of more realistic schemes that can
approximate the potential savings achieved by perfect near-data
computing. Our results demonstrate performance improvements
ranging between 44% and 52%, over the original execution. We
also discuss the pros and cons of each of these realistic schemes,
and point to further research directions.

I. INTRODUCTION

As we step into the exascale computing era, the performance

and power/energy costs of data movement are expected to

be orders of magnitudes higher relative to the corresponding

computation costs [1]. In other words, most of the execution

cycles and power required to execute a large-scale application

is expected to be spent in moving data across different system

components. Unfortunately, existing hardware and software

based data optimization techniques are not well-positioned

to address this growing data movement problem, mainly

because “data” in those techniques is taken into account as

a “side effect” of performing computations, not as a first-class

optimization target.

This observation has motivated for a shift of focus from

computation-centric systems, which have dominated the par-

allelism landscape so far, to data-centric systems, where data

movement across different system components is treated as a

first-class optimization metric. The prime example of this shift

is the emerging in-situ computing paradigm [2] in supercom-

puting, in which computation is migrated to where data are,

instead of the other way around. While several recent papers

[3–5] have investigated the mechanisms using which in-situ

computing can be enabled, their main focus is on large-scale

cluster-based systems or supercomputers.

It is to be noted that in-situ computing is an example of

the near-data computing paradigm. With the emergence of

manycore systems (e.g., Intel Xeon Phi with 60+ cores [6] and

Tilera TILE-Gx with 9-72 cores [7]) where a large number of

cores are connected to one another using an on-chip network,

the cost of data movement is increasingly becoming a concern

at a node level as well. For example, moving data from one

corner of a node (a manycore architecture) to another can take

a significant number of cycles [8] and large amounts of energy

[9]. Similarly, making an off-chip memory access can be tens

to hundreds of times more costly than making a first-level

cache access. As a result, we believe that near-data computing
can be a viable paradigm in the context of a manycore system
as well. To our knowledge, there is no prior work that uses

near-data computing targeting emerging manycore systems.

One of the critical questions to address when considering

near data computing in the context of emerging manycores

is its potential and limitations. That is, one would be very

much interested in an early assessment of the potential of

near-data computing in improving performance and reducing

power/energy consumption. Also, the prior near-data comput-

ing (NDC) research proposed in the past [10–12] proposed

off-loading computations to the stacked/off-chip DRAMs. The

major challenges in designing a NDC system using these

prior NDC architectures as discussed in [10] include: (1) the

support for virtual memory and (2) data coherency, making

the overall system design more challenging. Using a set of

multi-programmed and multi-threaded workloads and focusing

only on the performance aspect, this paper presents a detailed

evaluation of the potential benefits and limitations of near-data

computing in an on-chip network-based manycore. The main

contributions of our work include:

• We conduct a “limit study” for near-data computing in

manycores. Specifically, we evaluate the potential of three

alternative incarnations of near-data computing. The first of

these, referred to as NDC-1 in this paper, brings the com-

putation to data, under a given data placement to memory.

The second strategy, called NDC-2, co-locates computation

and data within the multicore chip, and finally, the third

strategy, referred to as NDC-3, goes one step further and

takes computation to DRAM. A common characteristic of

these strategies is that they work under the assumption of

zero-cost data movement and infinite resources to offload the
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Fig. 1: NoC-based manycore chip

computations to. Our extensive experiments with these strate-

gies indicate that NDC-1, NDC-2 and NDC-3 can improve

application performance by 31%, 66% and 75%, respectively,

on average, evaluated with various multi-threaded and multi-

programmed workloads.

• We discuss what type of architectural/system support is

needed to approximate near-data computing in multicores.

Specifically, we present experimental results with configura-

tions where the assumptions we made in the previous step

regarding cost-free movement and infinite offload resources

are relaxed. The results with these more realistic configura-

tions indicate that, with modest hardware support, such as

express virtual channels, near-data computing can bring great

improvements (48% on average, in application performance).

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we give a brief overview of (i) how a modern

manycore system is organized, (ii) how a message in the on-

chip network is handled, (iii) how the memory is structured

to enable near-data computing, and finally, (iv) the structure

of our target applications.

A. Target Manycore Architecture

Figure 1 shows the target manycore under consideration in

this work. The system has n × m cores with a shared memory,

where all components are interconnected through an NoC

(network-on-chip) [13–20]. There are 4 memory controllers

(MCs) at the corners of the mesh, each controlling a single

memory channel. Each node in the network contains a core

with private L1 and L2 cache banks, a shared L3 cache bank,

and a router through which it sends and receives data (cache

lines). The shared L3 cache has a banked organization [21],

where each node has one bank physically attached to it, but the

banks can receive requests from other nodes in the network.

We use SNUCA (static-mapping [22]) for the L3 caches.

B. Network-On-Chip (NoC) Basics

In an on-chip network, each node has a router associated

with it. Consider the example shown in Figure 1, where a data

access by the core causes a miss in the L2 cache. The request

message passes through 4 routers on the way to its destination

L3. It is to be noted that, in x-y routing, the message first

traverses the network horizontally (along the x-axis) before

going vertically (along y). Each message is subdivided into

flits (header flit and tail flits). These flits travel through each

router. On receiving a flit, a router first decodes it, buffers it at

one of its multiple input buffers, decodes its next router, and

forwards it to the next router.
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Fig. 2: Memory address.
C. DRAM Basics

The hierarchy of DRAM has multiple layers: DIMM, rank,

bank, and array. DRAMs are connected to the cores using a

data bus. These are also known as “memory channels”. The

number of channels limits the amount of bandwidth that can

be provided by the DRAMs. Banks and ranks serve to increase

parallelism [23] and capacity respectively, on a DIMM. Each

channel has a memory controller (MC) associated with it,

which selects which request is to be serviced next. MCs can

serve requests out-of-order to improve latency and throughput

of DRAMs. The chosen request is then translated into DRAM

commands and sent to the DIMM.

When an application requests memory, the operating system

(OS), which maintains a free-list of memory blocks, allocates

some portion of the physical memory in the DRAM and then

creates a corresponding virtual address to physical address

translation in the page table. At the hardware level, this

physical memory location is mapped to a memory controller

based on the static address mapping. Memory locations are

generally interleaved across memory controllers at a page-

level which is usually 4KB or 8KB. For example, if a page is

interleaved at a 8KB granularity, the first 8KB of memory goes

to the first controller, the next 8KB goes to the next memory

controller, and so on. Figure 2 shows the parts of a memory

address for static address mapping at 8KB granularity. The

first 13 bits in a memory address represent the page-offset

in a 8KB page. Assuming there are 4 memory channels in

the system, the next 2 bits represent the memory controller in

which this memory address resides. The next other bits to the

left determines the other sub-components like ranks/banks and

sub-arrays. Hence, based on the interleaving employed by the

hardware, an access to a memory location can ends up in an

access to a corresponding memory controller on the chip.

D. Anatomy of a Memory Request

Once a core issues a LOAD or STORE request, first the

address is looked up in the local L1, then the L2. If the

requested address is not present in the local private caches (L1

and L2), a read command is sent to the L3 bank corresponding

to the address through the NoC. If the data is not present

there either, an off-chip request is forwarded to the MC that

holds the address. The target MC for each memory request

depends on the OS address mapping. Figure 1 above shows

this pictorially. Note that the access latency is a function of

multiple parameters. The first is the distance between the

core and the MC that serves the request. The longer the

distance between the core and MC, the higher the chances

for the packet to face network contention. The second factor

in the access latency is the on-chip network traffic. As the

network is a shared resource that serves a lot of requests and

correspondingly a lot of responses, from L2 to L3, L3 to MC,

and so on. Thus, packets can be significantly delayed in the
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network because of contention from other packets. The third

factor contributing to access latency is MC queuing which

could inturn be effected by the DRAM refreshes [24] and

finally the DRAM service latency. This partly is determined

by the row-buffer management (open or closed page) and

scheduling policies (e.g. first-come first-served, FR-FCFS [25],

etc.) employed at the MC.

E. Structure of our Target Applications

In this study, we target scientific applications from the high-

performance computing domain. These applications typically

process extremely large datasets in an iterative fashion. Their

main kernels tend to repeat the same computation over these

large data sets, for example to model a system over time or

space, and as a result these applications have high levels of

data parallelism. In our chosen applications, the kernels con-

tain data-intensive phases and not computationally intensive

phases. These data-intensive phases of applications demand a

lot of memory bandwidth rather than compute power.

III. HIGH-LEVEL VIEW OF OUR APPROACH AND

EXECUTION MODEL

In our target manycore architecture, we evaluate multi-
programmed as well as multi-threaded benchmarks. The ap-

plications whose computations are offloaded closer to or at

the DRAM are the referred to as target applications, while

the other applications running at the same time are referred to

as the co-runner applications. The computations for the co-

runner applications are not offloaded and the data required for

the computation are pulled to the corresponding cores. The

data from the co-runner applications travel on-chip through

various levels of memory hierarchy including private L1 and

L2 caches, and the shared SNUCA L3 cache. As a result,

these co-runner applications contribute to the interference for

the shared resources on-chip. Note that both the target and co-

runner applications can be single-threaded or multithreaded.

In this work, we chose five common kernels as our target

applications that are frequently used in scientific computing:

stencil, sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SPMV), scan,

histo, and sum of absolute differences (SAD). These target

kernels are evaluated for single-threaded as well as multi-

threaded executions. We have also evaluated multiple target

applications running with other co-runner applications on the

same manycore processor. The co-runner applications chosen

have varying memory footprints and hence they have various

on-chip network and memory bandwidth requirements, and put

different degrees of pressure on the target applications.

Figure 3(b) shows a high-level view of our approach com-

pared to the conventional model of computing on a manycore.

In the conventional model, data are moved from the DRAM

into the on-chip caches before being operated on. As shown

in Figure 3(a), the core generates a cache miss that (1) travels

through the NoC to the memory controller, and (2) is sent

to the memory. After the requested data is fetched from the

memory, it must be sent (3) back to the MC and (4) back to

the core via the NoC. Finally, once the core has all the data

it needs, it can complete the computation (5).

In contrast to the conventional model, in our near-data

computing-based approach, the computation is assumed to take

place at service cores located on-chip next to the memory

controllers1. As shown in Figure 3(b), the application first

indicates which computation is to be offloaded (1) to the

MC. The MC (2) requests and (3) receives the necessary data

in the same way as the conventional approach and provides

it to the service core. Then, the computation (4) can be

performed close to the memory controller. Finally, the result

of the computation is sent back (5) to the application core.

Depending on the application, this result data can be much

smaller than the original input data. Note that, depending

on how the data are distributed across the memory channels,

parts of the computation may be mapped to different memory

controllers. In this case, the result of the computation at

the service core may be an intermediate result that will be

combined with other results once it reaches the application

core. This is similar to the combination that occurs after the

join in fork-join parallelism. The application core itself may

also be using a similar parallel programming model with the

intermediate results being locally cached.

A. Cost of Data Movement

NoC queuing latency is one of the bottlenecks for memory

requests in the system [26], and it increases both by the

distance (number of hops) a message must travel, and by

contention with other messages in the router queues. Figure 3c

shows the portion of data access latency contributed by various

components of the uncore (NoC and memory). As expected,

DRAM access time (steps 2 and 3 in the high-level view shown

in Figure 3(b)) is the largest portion; however, we observe that

NoC latency (which is a measure of data movement) is also

a significant contributor to the overall latency (about 26%).

For this reason, our proposed near-data computing approach
tries to avoid sending messages in the network as much as
possible. Figure 4 plots how the NoC queuing latency varies

with the number of messages injected to the on-chip network

for histo, one of our applications. As expected, NoC queuing

latency increases with the increase in the number of messages

injected into the network. Figure 5 on the other hand shows

how the IPC varies for the same application with the NoC

queuing latency over time. As can be observed, IPC comes

down with the increase in the NoC queuing and increases

as the NoC queuing decreases. Thus, one can conclude from

Figures 3c, 4 and 5 that the number of messages and hence

NoC queuing plays a significant role in the performance of

this application. Similar observations are made in the other

target applications as well.

IV. EVALUATED KERNELS

In this section, we describe the various kernels that were

used in our evaluation. Each of these kernels is used as a

“target application” on our simulation.

1In our limit study, we assume that the execution can use as many service
cores as required. Later, we relax this assumption, and investigate a more
realistic implementation.
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Algorithm 1 Sum of Absolute Differences

1: for each macroblock do
2: for each search position do
3: for each 4-by-4 block do
4: sad← 0
5: for each pixel do
6: a← pixel from image A
7: b← pixel from image B
8: sad← sad+ (a− b)
9: end for

10: end for
11: end for
12: end for

Algorithm 2 7-point Stencil

1: for i = 1 to nx-1 do
2: for j =1 to ny-1 do
3: for k = 1 to nz-1 do
4: temp← A0[i, j, k + 1] + A0[i, j, k − 1] + A0[i, j + 1, k] +

A0[i, j − 1, k] +A0[i+ 1, j, k] +A0[i− 1, j, k]
5: temp← temp× c1
6: Anext ← temp− c0×A0[i, j, k]
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

Algorithm 3 Scan

1: reference[0]← data[0]
2: for i = 1 to size do
3: reference[i] = data[i] + reference[i− 1]
4: end for

A. SAD
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is a common kernel

used in scientific as well as multimedia applications. It is used

to find out how well two images are correlated and is also

widely used in video encoding in benchmarks such as disparity

from San Diego Vision Benchmark Suite [27] and X264 in

Parsec [28]. This kernel, given as Algorithm 1, goes through

the entire image pixel-by-pixel and finds the sum of absolute

differences of corresponding pixels and hence is very data-

intensive. As it involves simple operations such as subtraction

(for finding the difference) and multiplication (for squaring),

this is a very good candidate for offloading. The version we

use is from Parboil [29].

B. Stencil
Stencil computations are very common and are often found

in computer simulations for fluid dynamics, image processing,

cellular automata and also for solving partial differential

equations (PDEs) such as the Jacobian method, etc. These

computations can operate on 1D, 2D and 3D grids depending

on the application. A computation involving n different points

(a center point and its neighbors) called a n-point stencil. This

kernel has a regular access pattern, but updates to an element

access data in multiple dimensions, which can be distant in

memory. In this paper we evaluate a data-intensive 7-point

stencil on a 3D grid, shown in Algorithm 2. This code is also

from Parboil [29].

C. Scan
Scan is a common benchmark in most of the scientific

kernels. It performs the all-prefix-sums operation, which cal-

culates the sum of an element and all previous elements at each

point in an array. This kernel, given as Algorithm 3, is widely

used in applications such as sorting, polynomial evaluation,

string comparison, and many others. Because of its regular,

sequential access pattern, Scan has good locality. However,

because of the dependence between reference[i] and

reference[i-1], it is not simple to parallelize. We use

the implementation from Scalable Heterogeneous Benchmark

Suite (SHOC) [30].

Algorithm 4 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

1: for each row in matrix do
2: sum← 0.0
3: for each nonzero in row do
4: sum← sum+ cur vals[j] ∗ x[cur inds[j]]
5: end for
6: end for
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row_ptr = [ 0  2 4  5  8 ]

curr_vals = [ 2 3  1 9  5  4 3 8 ]
curr_inds = [ 0 1  0 2  3  1 2 3 ]

Number of nonzeros
2 3 0 0
1 0 9 0
0 0 0 5
0 4 3 8

Fig. 6: SpMV compressed sparse row matrix format.

row_ptr contains the list start indices for each row.

curr_vals contains values of the nonzero elements of the

matrix. curr_inds is a parallel array that contains the

corresponding column index of each nonzero element.

Algorithm 5 Histogram

1: for each pixel in image do
2: value← img[i]
3: if histo[value] ¡ 255 then
4: histo[value]++;
5: end if
6: end for

D. SpMV

Sparse Matrix Vector multiplication (SpMV) is a very com-

monly used scientific kernel. We use the SpMV kernel from

HPCCG in Mantevo [31]. This application uses a compressed

sparse row (CSR) format for matrices, shown in Figure 6.

The kernel given in Algorithm 4, has an irregular access

pattern because the elements of one array (cur_inds) are

used as indices into another array (x, the column vector). This

access pattern is data-dependent and very difficult to analyze

at compile time.

E. Histogram

The Histogram kernel, shown in Algoirthm 5 calculates the

frequency of each color in an image. This kernel is used to

aid in image editing and in computer vision, for example, in

image segmentation. Like SpMV, it contains a data-dependent

irregular access where the value of the img array is used

as an index into the histo array. The version of histogram

evaluated in this work is from Parboil [29].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we briefly explain our experimental setup.

In all these simulations, the service cores are assumed to

be a Simultaneous Multi-threaded (SMT) core, where the

co-runner application and the off-loaded computation (from

the target application) run in separate SMT ways. In other

words, these service cores are specialized cores with SMT such

that they can run the co-runner application and the offloaded

computation simultaneously.

A. Benchmarks

Table I summarizes the applications used in our evalua-

tions. The kernels described in Section IV are our “target

applications” , while the “co-runner applications” are used

to fill the other cores on the chip. The co-runner applica-

tions (astar, mcf, xalancbmk, povray, and omnetpp) are from

SPEC CPU2006 suite [32]. Using our target and co-runner

applications, we formed different workloads to carry out our

study. These workloads are given in Table II. We evaluated

11 workloads each of them contain one target application

TABLE I: Applications used in the experiments.

Application Description Input Size

Target
Applications

Histogram Histogram of image pixel val-
ues

2×4MB

SAD Sum of Absolute Differences
of two images

2×4MB

Scan Prefix sum 2×16MB
Stencil 3D 7-point Stencil 4MB
SpMV Sparse Matrix-Vector multi-

plication
50× 50× 50

Co-runner
Appllications

astar Pathfinding for 2D maps ref
mcf Vehicle scheduling with net-

work simplex algorithm
ref

xalancbmk XML processing/conversion ref
povray Image ray-tracing ref
omnetpp Discrete network event simu-

lation
ref

TABLE II: Workloads used in the experiments. The numbers

within parantheses indicate the number of instances of that

application in the workload.

Workload Application Mix
WL 0 target app, mcf (31)

WL 1 target app, xalancbmk (31)

WL 2 target app, povray (31)

WL 3 target app, astar (31)

WL 4 target app, omnetpp (31)

WL 5 target app, mcf (1), xalancbmk (5), povray (9), astar (7), omnetpp (9)

WL 6 target app, mcf (12), xalancbmk (5), povray (2), astar (5), omnetpp (7)

WL 7 target app, mcf (1), xalancbmk (16), povray (2), astar (5), omnetpp (7)

WL 8 target app, mcf (1), povray (5), astar (6), omnetpp (19)

WL 9 target app, mcf (1), povray (18), astar (5), omnetpp (7)

WL 10 target app, mcf (6), xalancbmk (3), povray (5), astar (13), omnetpp (4)

running along with co-runner applications. These co-runner

applications are chosen such that they stress the NoC and

memory resources differently. These co-runner applications

consist of mcf (very highly memory-intensive), xalancbmk

(memory-intensive), omnetpp (moderately memory-intensive),

and povray (not memory-intensive).

B. Simulation Platform

We use Sniper [33] as our evaluation platform to perform

the limit study. We simulate a Gainestown X86 Intel processor

in System Emulation mode with 32 cores running at 2.66

GHz and an 8x4 mesh-based network on-chip interconnect. In

our simulations, we fast-forward the simulation up until the

benchmarks are done reading from the input files. We then

simulate from the start of the region of interest until the entire

target kernel finishes execution. The salient characteristics of

our default system simulated in Sniper are listed in Table III.

VI. IDEAL NEAR-DATA COMPUTING STRATEGIES IN

MANYCORES

As stated earlier, in this paper, we study the potential of

three different versions of near-data computing in manycores.

In this section, we first describe our ideal near-data computing

strategies, and then show experimental results using these

schemes. Note that, a perfect near-data computing system

should incur 0 latency when the computations are offloaded

to the service cores. Also, results from the offloaded compu-

tations should not incur any network latency and should not

incur additional latency due to the contention for computa-

tional resources at the service cores.

Table IV gives a summary of these versions, which we

explain below using SAD as a running example. Suppose
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TABLE III: Simulated architecture specification

Co-runner
Core

22nm Ivy Bridge, 2.66 GHz

Service Core 22nm Ivy Bridge, SMT Support, 2.66 GHz

L1 Cache 32KB, 8-way associative, access latency: 4 cycles

L2 Cache 256KB, 8-way associative, access latency: 8 cycles

L3 Cache 512KB per core (shared), 16-way associative, ac-
cess latency: 30 cycles

Coherence MESI

NoC 8x4 (32 cores), hop latency: 2 cycles, 32 bits/cycle

Memory DDR3-1600 DRAM, latency: 30 ns, 8KB Page, 4
Channels, Ranks per Channel: 4, Banks Per Rank:
8

we have two images with 8 pixels each (or blocks) to be

compared. Figure 7(a) shows how each pixel in the top

image (capital letters) correlates to a pixel in the bottom

image (lowercase letters). The SAD kernel will loop through

both arrays of pixels and compute the absolute value of the

difference of each pair.

A. Description of Near-Data Computing Strategies
Our baseline (also called basecase) uses the default data

placement (determined by the OS) and runs all computations

on the target application core. All data used in the compu-

tation must be sent over the network. An example of this

conventional execution is illustrated in Figure 7(b). For the

pair of corresponding data elements A and a, A will come

from MC0 (3 hops) and a will come from MC3 (7 hops),

after which the application core will compute |A− a| in one

iteration of the kernel. In this case, all 16 data elements needed

for the complete execution will be sent from the MCs over

the network to the target application core in the center of the

chip, and all eight absolute differences will be computed there.

Finally, all the differences will be added together to produce

the final sum.
NDC-1: Our first near-data computing strategy is called NDC-

1. This scheme uses the same default data placement (i.e.,

it does not modify the original data-to-memory controller

assignment), but tries to offload some of the computations

to the service cores near the memory controllers. Note that,

computation will only be offloaded if all data needed by

that computation is assigned to the same memory channel.

If so, the computation will be moved to the core immediately

next to the MC for that channel. If the data items reside in

multiple channels, they will be sent over the network and

used in the target application core as in the original case.

In our evaluation, the potential of this version of near-data

computing, offloaded computations incur no network queuing,

transmission, or processing latency.
An example of NDC-1 is illustrated in Figure 7(c). In this

case, four matching pairs of pixels are co-located at the same

memory controller (B/b in MC0, D/d in MC1, F /f in MC2,

and H/h in MC3), so their computations can be offloaded to

the adjacent service cores. The other four pairs must be sent to

the application core. Following the offloaded computation, the

results from the service cores will be sent to the application.

Therefore, in this case, eight data items and four result values

will be sent over the network. The final sum will be computed

by adding the four results from the service cores and the four

locally-computed absolute differences.
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Fig. 7: Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) example (a) Pairs

of pixels from two images to be compared (default). (b)

baseline execution. (c) NDC-1. (d) NDC-2. (e) NDC-3.
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TABLE IV: Summary of the near-data computing strategies evaluated in this work. Note that NDC-1 only saves NoC latency

for the fraction of computations that were offloaded, and NDC-4 and NDC-5 save NoC latency only for EVC covered links.

Placement Savings
Version Computation Data Memory

Bandwidth
NoC Queuing NoC Hop+Processing Hardware Changes

Baseline application core default - - - none

NDC-1 service cores, if possible default - yes (offloaded data) yes (offloaded data) none

NDC-2 service cores perfect - yes yes none

NDC-3 DRAM (off-chip) perfect yes yes yes PIM

NDC-4 service cores perfect - yes (EVC-covered links) yes (EVC-covered links) EVCs

NDC-5 service cores perfect - yes (EVC-covered links) yes (EVC-covered links) EVCs

NDC-6 service cores perfect - yes (fast NoC links) yes (fast NoC links) High Frequency
Routers

NDC-7 service cores perfect - yes (fast NoC links) yes (fast NoC links) High Frequency
Routers
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Fig. 8: Normalized IPC for the perfect schemes.
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Fig. 9: Location of computation for each target application

under NDC-1.

NDC-2: In NDC-1, the performance is limited by the default

(imperfect) data placement. Our second strategy, called NDC-

2, assumes that all the data can be assigned to memory chan-

nels perfectly such that every computation can be run on the

service cores. Figure 7(d), shows how perfect data placement

can greatly reduce the network traffic; in this example, it is

possible to do all the computations in the service cores near

the memory controllers. Since there are multiple pairs of pixels

being subtracted in each service core, the addition will also

be partially offloaded. For example, in MC1, the partial sum

|C−c|+|D−d| will be computed. Finally, only the four partial

sum results need to be sent to the application core, greatly

reducing the application’s network traffic. In quantifying the

potential of this scheme, we assume that all computations are

offloaded and incur no network latency.

NDC-3: Finally, we consider the extreme case where all

computations are further offloaded to the DRAM, called NDC-

3. In this case, the perfect data placement is also used. In

addition to saving network latency, in our evaluation, we

assume that computations in the DRAM do not incur any

memory queuing latency. An example of NDC-3 is shown

in Figure 7(e). As in NDC-2, none of the original operands

need to be sent over the network.

Table IV summarizes all of the strategies evaluated in this

work, including the placement of computation and data, which

parts of memory access latency are saved, and any extra

hardware required. Note that NDC-1, NDC-2, and NDC-3 can

save NoC latency, while NDC-3 is the only scheme that can

also save memory bandwidth2) . NDC-4 through NDC-7 will

be discussed in Section VII.

B. Results with Single-threaded Target Applications

The IPC results normalized with respect to the baseline

(original execution without any near-data computing) are

summarized in Figure 8 3. For Histogram, the IPC value for

NDC-1 for is very close to the baseline, i.e., there is little

improvement. As shown in Figure 9, most of the computations

in Histogram (about 75%) are performed on the application

core (not on the service cores) because they were not able to

be offloaded. This is not surprising considering the irregular

access pattern caused by indirect array accesses for Histogram.

In the case of Scan, NDC-1 brings a large improvement over

the baseline and approaches NDC-2 in terms of performance.

We can see from Figure 9 that most of the computations in

Scan are successfully offloaded to the service cores, even under

the default data placement. Scan has a very regular access

pattern and good locality. The performance improvements for

Scan are also supported by the reduction in NoC queuing

latency, shown in Figure 11a. Compared to baseline, there is

almost no queuing latency for the core running Scan.

The results for Stencil in Figure 8 show that NDC-1 gives

good improvements, but there is still room for improvement

from NDC-1 to NDC-2 and NDC-3. Only about 13% of the

computations for Stencil could not be offloaded to the service

cores. Also, observe in Figure 11b that the queuing latency

reductions for Stencil are more modest than for Scan. This

application has reasonably good locality and a regular access

pattern, but some vertical accesses in the 3D grid may come

from different memory channels.

In the case of SPMV and Histo, since their codes involve

irrregular data accesses, as can be observed from Figure

9, a very low percentage of the data falls into the same

memory channel and consequently, NDC-1 achieves very low

improvements in performance. Note that these applications

have very low locality and incur lot of memory accesses.

2To determine the best scheme suitable for a workload dynamically, the OS
buddy allocator which allocates data can be enhanced to take hints such that
the memory channel bits in both the virtual address and the physical address
are the same. Hence if the virtual addresses of variables used in a computation
are mapped to the same memory controller, NDC-2 can be triggered, else the
other schemes can be triggered accordingly.

3Unless otherwise stated, all IPC (performance) numbers are normalized
with respect to the baseline execution.
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Fig. 10: Normalized IPC Improvement with varying (a) core counts. (b) memory channels.
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Fig. 11: Normalized NoC queuing latency with respect to

baseline for Scan and Stencil applications.
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Fig. 12: (a) Normalized IPC with varying numbers of threads

for SpMV, and (b) shows IPC for the multi-target workloads.

However, NDC-2 and NDC-3 show significant improvements

in performance for both the benchmarks as their queuing

latency goes down with the offloaded computations. For the

SAD benchmark, the two images compared for a given data

placement are not aligned completely and hence NDC-1 does

not bring any performance benefit compared to the baseline.

Compared to other target applications, SAD has relatively low

memory pressure because of the high spatial locality and, as

can be observed from Figure 8, the average performance im-

provements are relatively low compared to other applications.

C. Multi-threaded Target Application Results

In the multi-threaded target scenario, we have pinned the

threads to consecutive cores on the manycore and the co-

runner applications run on the other cores. As we increase the

number of threads for the target applications, the number of co-

runner applications decreases; however, the memory pressure

is still maintained as now all the threads of the target ap-

plication simultaneously request unshared data. SpMV scales

well with number of threads in the baseline. We present IPC

results with varying number of threads (4, 8, 16 and 24) in Fig-

ure 12(a). The co-runner application in all these experiments

is mcf from SPEC 2006 which is highly memory-intensive. As

expected, the in-memory computation (NDC-3) yields the best

performance as it has to only send back the results and does

not require high memory bandwidth. However, for the multi-

threaded case, the gap between the in-memory computation

and the perfect data placement case widens because, as thread-

level parallelism increases, the memory queuing dominates.

Since this queuing latency is not incurred in the case of in-

memory computation, the performance is better with 16 and

24 threads. NDC-2 still yields significant improvements.

D. Results with Multiple Target Applications

We have also experimented with multi-targeted workloads,

with histo and SAD applications pinned to different cores. We

present IPC results in Figure 12(b). The co-runner application

in all these experiments is mcf from SPEC 2006 which is

memory-intensive. As expected, the in-memory computation

version (NDC-3) yields the best performance as it has only

to send back the results and does not require high memory

bandwidth. However, for the multi-threaded case, the gap

between the in-memory computation case and the perfect data

placement case widens because as thread-level parallelism

increases, the memory queuing dominates. Since this queu-

ing latency is not incurred for in-memory computation, the

performance is better with 8 and 16 threads.

E. Results with Varying Core Counts

Results with varying core counts are shown in Figure

10(a). As can be observed, performance benefits from 32

cores are higher than that of 16 cores while performance

benefits with a 48 core configuration are much greater than

that of 16 core and 32 core configuration. This shows that

offloading computations to service cores scales very well

with increasing core counts. This is primarily because as the

core count increases, the congestion in the network-on-chip

increases resulting in increased NoC queuing. Since offloaded

computation minimizes the number of packets traversing the

network, performance benefits are significant. We expect the

trend to continue with much higher core count.

F. Results with Varying Number of Memory Channels

Results with varying number of memory channels are

plotted in Figure 10(b). As can be observed, the performance

improvement diminishes with the increased number of mem-

ory channels. This is because, with the increased number of

channels, the number of hops to be traversed by each request

before getting to the off-chip memory decreases. As a result

of this decrease, the NoC latencies for each request decrease

(especially the queuing latency). Since our schemes aim at

reducing the NoC latencies, increasing the number of channels

reduces the potential improvements considerably.

VII. REALISTIC NEAR-DATA COMPUTING STRATEGIES

In the previous section, we show results with a perfect

(near-data computing) system with infinite hardware resources

at the service cores and zero on-chip latency for offloaded

computations. In this section, we relax these assumptions and

evaluate the resulting performance benefits. Our goal is to
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Fig. 14: Normalized IPC for the relaxed schemes. NDC-1 and

NDC-2 are shown for comparison.

measure how closely one can approach the results in the

previous section by employing different architectural enhance-

ments. We discuss various extra hardware resources which

are needed to approximate the perfect near-data computing

systems discussed so far.

A. Employing Express Virtual Channels

Express Virtual Channels (EVCs), proposed in [26], incur

minimal additional latency of 2 cycles compared to an ideal

latency system. With EVCs in place, the on-chip requests do

not incur any queuing latency in the network on-chip buffers

and only incur the packet transmission and router processing

latencies. Furthermore, EVCs were proven to be deadlock-free

and yield good improvements in performance. However, EVCs

require an extra overheads in terms of area and power. Since

they are the first step towards realizing a near-perfect system

for on-chip near-data computing, we experiment with varying

number of EVCs and report the performance results.

Figure 13(a) shows the configuration with four EVCs con-

necting the four corners of the chip directly. Suppose that A
and a are needed for the same computation, but are in different

memory channels. a can easily travel to A’s service core using

the EVCs. Only the transmission latency is considered for

messages using these EVCs. Using this system, we create a

new version, NDC-4, which, similar to NDC-2, uses perfect

data placement and computation on service cores, but with

the added NoC transmission latency. Figure 13(b) shows a

modified version in which messages can use express channels

for the horizontal hops, incurring only transmission latency,

but use the normal on-chip routers for the vertical hops, where

both queueing latency and transmission latency are added.

This scheme is called NDC-5. Like NDC-4, it is a more

realistic version of NDC-2 with perfect data placement and

computation offloading.

Figure 14 shows the IPC results for each target application

under these two relaxed schemes, NDC-4 and NDC-5. NDC-

1 and NDC-2 are shown for comparison because NDC-

2 represents in a sense an idealized version of these two
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Fig. 15: (a) Normalized IPC for multi-target workloads, and

(b) IPC with varying numbers of threads for realistic schemes.
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schemes, and NDC-1 represents the performance with some

computation offloading but less-than-perfect data placement.

As can be observed, using 4EVCs (NDC-4) brings better

performance improvements compared to using 2EVCs (NDC-

5) for all the target applications. This is because NDC-5 incurs

extra NoC queuing latency for the vertical hops compared

to NDC-4. This can also be verified from Figure 11a and

Figure 11b, for applications scan and stencil, respectively. We

use the same multithreaded target application as in the perfect

system, SpMV, to perform experiments with multiple threads.

Using the same multi-target workload as in the perfect system,

we also present results for the relaxed schemes. Figure 15

shows the IPC values normalized to the baseline for two

applications on separate cores. For multi-threaded and multi-

target workloads, NDC-4 performs better than NDC-5 as latter

incurs extra queuing latency for vertical hops.

B. Employing High Bandwidth Links

In the perfect scenario, explained in Section VI, we assumed

a perfect NoC which incurs zero latency by employing infinite

bandwidth. In this subsection, we relax that constraint by as-

suming a finite bandwidth in the NoC links and this bandwidth

is modulated by controlling the NoC frequency. Specifically,

we change the bandwidth of each link by changing the

frequency of the NoC router. Figure 16 plots the improvement

in performance as we increase the bandwidth of each link.

The NDC-6 version whose results are shown in Figure 16

provides 48 bits/cycle NoC bandwidth as opposed to the

baseline of 32bits/cycle, while NDC-7 provides 64bits/cycle

NoC bandwidth. As can be observed, while this technique

gives significant improvements compared to the baseline,

it does not completely eliminate the NoC queuing, router

processing and hop latencies, as in the case of Express Virtual

Channels, and hence does not yield as much benefit as EVCs.

On the other hand, the advantage of such a technique is that

we do not have to add extra hardware like in the case of

EVCs to get near-perfect improvements. Adding extra virtual

channels not only brings in an area overhead, but also brings

in extra overheads of ensuring that the added virtual channels

do not result in deadlock/livelock scenarios. Also, increasing
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the router frequency has its own advantages, as it comes with

power/thermal overheads, which need to be carefully analyzed.

C. Impact of the Service Core Count

In both the realistic scenarios evaluated above, we have

relaxed the assumption of having infinite NoC resources.

However, the number of service cores employed to perform

the offloaded computations can also play a significant role

in getting near-ideal performance. In this section, we quan-

tify the effect of changing the number of service cores on

the performance. As can be observed from Figure 17, for

benchmarks such as sad, scan, and stencil, with increased

number of service cores, offloaded computations incur min-

imum contention at the service cores, and consequently the

IPC improvements increase with the increase in the number

of service cores. However, other benchmarks such as histo

and spmv do not gain as much improvement as the amount of

offloaded computations is very low. The extra overhead with

this approach is that each service core supports Simultaneous

Multi-Threading (SMT), which means that as we increase the

number of service cores, the number of SMT ways increases,

resulting in an increase in the overall core area. Please note

that the computation offloaded to service-cores through a

fork-join approach is not a performance bottleneck, since

the offloaded instructions executed on the service cores are

processor instructions and no-software related overheads are

incurred. As can be observed from Figures 14, 16 and 17,

number of service cores plays a minimal role in achieving the

ideal performance for single-threaded target applications, as

compared to the NoC resources.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The concept of moving computation close to the data

has been studied since the 1970s. For example, Stone [34]

described a design for a logic-in-memory array that would

act as a cache and also directly operate on memory loca-

tions. Drapper et al. [35] fabiracted the first smart memory

devices that are enabled with Processing in-memory (PIM).

Their results showed significant promise for data-intensive

applications. In the related area of non-volatile memory, De et

al. [36] move computation into the SSD controller to improve

the performance of I/O-intensive big data applications.

Pugsley et al. in [11] proposed a NDC architecture to

accelerate Map-Reduce workloads by integrating a Near Data

Cores (NDCores) on the logic layer of the 3D-Stacked Mem-

ory. The NDCores are in-order low-EPI energy-efficient ARM

Cortex cores which are optimized for massively parallel exe-

cution code-bases like Map-Reduce. While the same authors

in [37] augmented the NDC-architecture proposed in [11]

by replacing the expensive HMC-based stacked DRAM with

LPDDRx powered NDC-Modules. Their evaluation is based

on a highly optimized ARM cortex based many-core processor

as the baseline. Gao et al. [38] proposed 3D DRAM based

Tetris to accelerate machine-learning kernels, while Chi et

al [39] employed non-volatile memory based 3D memory to

accelerate machine learning kernels. While these past designs

incur significant improvements in performance, there are major

challenges in the overall system design for these architectures.

These challenges include: (a) Imposing non-cacheable on-chip

cache accesses for the host-processor so that the processing

engines on the logic layer of the stacked memories see the

coherent data. (b) Enhanced virtual-memory support so that

the processing cores can access the data from correct physical

locations in DRAM. (c) Pinned physical locations in 3D

stacked memories so that the data used by these processing

engines on stacked memories are not paged-out by the OS

executing on the host-processor. (d) Dynamically identifying

the candidate code to be offloaded to the specialised processing

engines to reap maximum performance improvement. While

Hsieh et al. [10] identified the possible candidate code for

offloading dynamically, the other challenges still remain to be

addressed, making the prior proposals tough to implement.

Our approach instead of offloading the computations to

DRAM, offload the computations to service cores closer to the

memory controllers. As a result, our approach targets the on-

chip latency instead of the memory bandwidth problem unlike

the prior approaches. As a result, our approach allows data

accessed by the host-core to cache the data in on-chip caches.

As the data accessed by the service core will be taken care by

the on-chip cache coherency. Similarly, the on-chip coherent

TLBs does not necessitate enhanced virtual-memory support

nor the static pinning of memory pages in main memory.

By addressing these overall-system design challenges imposed

by the prior near-data computing techniques, our proposed

hardware-techniques can be readily adapted by industry to

mitigate some of the on-chip data movement costs.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we look at the problem of near-data computing

from the perspective of a manycore system. This work is the

first to our knowledge which evaluated the potential benefits of

on-chip near data computing by employing service cores closer

to memory controllers. More specifically, we (i) quantify

the performance benefits of three different incarnations of

near-data computing and show that the most effective of

them can bring as high as 75% performance improvements,

and (ii) discuss and experimentally evaluate three different

implementations that can achieve some of the potential benefits

of perfect near-data computing. Our future work includes (i)

investigation of service core placement, (ii) testing the benefits

of our approach in multi-node configurations, and (iii) collect-

ing experimental data on emerging enterprise applications.
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